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Lagoon catamaran - LAGOON 40

Nom du bateau : LAGOON 40
Location : Lorient

   

À vendre (neuf)

424 300 € excl. taxes

Funding

Possible, in lease or credit.

Owner word

Easily recognizable at first sight,
the Lagoon 40 asserts its unique
personality from the very first
glance. A perfect blend of interior
comfort and optimized navigation,
it constitutes a refined and
high-performing whole.
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Resume

The Lagoon 40 presents a new visual identity that sets it apart from the very first glance. While remaining true to
Lagoon's DNA, it adopts a new style with a distinct, clear, and refined design, showcasing its large windows and
openness to the outside world. Its chamfer, extending from the stern to the bow, bears witness to its new generation,
recognizable at first sight.

On the exterior, the Lagoon 40 offers a spacious and welcoming cockpit open to the sea. A dining table on the port side
can accommodate up to twelve guests, and a relaxation area along with seating is also available on the aft beam. The
ergonomic helm station, accessible from the cockpit or the deck, fosters smooth communication between the skipper and
the crew. The wide aft skirts provide a large swim platform, facilitating access to the dinghy and safe boarding.
Additionally, a forward cockpit furnished with a sunbathing area offers extra living space.

The rigging of the Lagoon 40 reflects its new generation and enhanced performance. The VPLP hull and increased sail
plan offer a better sail area-to-displacement ratio, making it a fast and seaworthy catamaran. The choice to move the
mast aft brings numerous advantages, including a self-tacking jib for ease of maneuvering, a larger foretriangle for more
downwind sail options, and a shorter boom for easier handling. The mainsail, with a high aspect ratio, allows for less
disturbed air in the upper sections, resulting in improved performance.

On the interior, the Lagoon 40 boasts well-distributed volumes, seamless circulation, and exceptional brightness. The
interior design, by Nauta Design, highlights sophisticated materials. It's available in different configurations to meet the
needs of owners and larger families, with options for three or four cabins. A new aft cabin featuring a "semi Island bed"
and ample storage is introduced. The large hull windows with integrated portholes in the cabins provide exceptional light
and magnificent outside views.

With its refined design, enhanced performance, and comfortable interior, the Lagoon 40 offers an unforgettable sailing
experience.

This configurator allows you to fully customize your Lagoon catamaran in terms of ambiances (fabrics, leather, wood
essences) and options: Configurator Link

Are you a proud owner of a Lagoon catamaran? Discover the LAGOON CLUB. Enjoy privileged online access, explore
our discounts on the Lagoon Boutique, and benefit from advantages from our partner brands and marinas around the
world.
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Caracteristics

 Type : Saling c catamaran

 Lenght : 11,74m

 Width : 6,76m

 Draught : 1,35 m

 Lest type : Small draught

 Yacht category : A

 Security : Offshore

 Flag : Francais

 Hull color : White

 Bedding : 10

 Squarish beds : 2

 Single-bed cabin : 2

 Cabins : 4

 Water Tank : 2 x 300 l

 Fuel Tank : 2 x 200 l

 Engine : x2 Inboard, Sail Drive,
Yanmar

Sail equipement

 Main sail

 MS Full Batten

 Genoa

 Furling Genoa

 Gennaker

 Symetric spinnaker

 Asymetric spinnaker

 Staysail

 Tormentin

 Lazy-bag

 Lazy Jack

 Releasable forestay

 Main Sail covering

 Carbon mast

 Code 0

 Furler

Electronic

 Navigation control panel

 Loch

 Speedo

 Sonar

 Weather vane

 Anemometer

 GPS

 Plotter

 Radar

 Autopilot

 VHF

 Cruise control

 Charger

 220V Circuit

 12V Circuit

 Shore plug

 AIS

 USB

 Hydro generator

 Wind turbine

 Inverter

 Solar panels

Outdoorcomfort

 Steering wheel

 Teak deck

 Roof protection

 Windlass

 Electric windlass

 Davits

 Dinghy

 Dinghy engine

 Bimini

 Sun bath

 Swimming lader

 Mooring line

 Thruster

 Flybridge

 Outside shower

 Cockpit table

 Cockpit sadlery

Indoorcomforts

 Heater

 Air conditioning

 Freezer

 Fridge

 Stove

 Oven

 Black water tank

 Generator

 Watermaker

 Convertible bed saloon

 Freezer

 Water group

 Hot water

 Micro-wave

 Radio CD

 TV

 DVD

 Automatic safety jacket
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Further informations

As the exclusive dealer of LAGOON catamarans in Corsica and Brittany, SAILOÉ is your trusted partner for the purchase
of your own catamaran. Whether you are an experienced sailor or considering delving into the world of sailing for the first
time, SAILOÉ guides you through every step of the acquisition process. Our team of passionate experts is ready to share

their in-depth knowledge of LAGOON catamarans to help you find the model that best suits your needs.

Contact us

Summary

The Lagoon 40 is a modern and spacious catamaran, part of the Lagoon cruise catamaran range, a renowned
manufacturer of catamarans. Here are some key features of the Lagoon 40:

Modern Design: The Lagoon 40 boasts a modern design both on the exterior and interior. Its twin hulls provide
increased stability and better space distribution.

Spacious: One of the most notable features of this catamaran is its interior space. It has a large salon and an open
kitchen, creating a friendly atmosphere for passengers. The cabins are also well-appointed, offering comfort and privacy.

Comfortable Navigation: Lagoon catamarans are known for providing comfortable navigation due to their stability. The
Lagoon 40 is suitable for long cruises, family trips, or outings with friends.

Great Visibility: The design of the Lagoon 40 offers excellent visibility from the helm station, which is important for
safety and navigation.

Versatile: This catamaran is versatile and can be used for both day cruises and longer journeys. It is suitable for
experienced sailors as well as beginners.

Technological Innovations: Lagoon catamarans often incorporate technological innovations to facilitate navigation,
energy management, and onboard comfort.

Customizable: Owners often have the opportunity to customize certain aspects of the boat according to their
preferences.

It should be noted that specific features may vary depending on the models and options chosen. The Lagoon 40 is an
example of a modern and spacious catamaran in the Lagoon range, aimed at providing comfort, safety, and convenience
to sailors.
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